
A NOTE ON THE RIESZ REPRESENTATION THEOREM

DON H. TUCKER

1. Introduction. In 1909, F. Riesz [5] gave an integral representa-

tion for the bounded linear transformations T from the space of real

valued continuous functions on [0, l] into the real numbers, where

the norm on the space is defined ||/|| =max[/(x) | ; O^x^l. An exten-

sive bibliography for representation theorems is given in [l]. In

1961, S. E. James [2] generalized this result by considering continu-

ous functions whose range of values was a subset of a Banach space

5 and considered bounded linear transformations T from this space

into 5. James' result required that the transformation T be such that

there exist a functional T from the real valued continuous functions

on [0, 1 ] into the reals such that for each real valued continuous func-

tion g on [0, l] and for each h in S, T[g(x)h] = T[g] -h.

The purpose of this note is to extend James' result in the following

way: suppose Si is a linear normed space, S2 is a Banach space, C is

the space of continuous functions from [0, l] into Si with norm

defined ||g||c = /¿||g(x)||s1a,x and B[Si, S2] is the space of continuous

linear transformations from Si into S2.

Theorem 1. If T is a bounded linear transformation from C into S2,

then there exists a function A defined and of bounded variation on [0, 1 ]

with values in B[Si, S2] such that, for each function f in C, T[f]

= /01dA(x)-/(x).

2. Preliminary remarks. Continuity and bounded variation are

considered as defined in the usual way with the appropriate norm used

instead of absolute values. Since on the interval [0, l] the Heine-

Borel theorem holds, each function in G is bounded and uniformly

continuous. Furthermore, if /is in C, then/n(x) = 2Z"~o (?)xv(l —x)n~v

•fiv/n) converges uniformly and hence in norm to /. The argument

in [6, p. 152] with absolute values replaced by norms goes through.

The integral used here is of the type defined by MacNerney [4].

The appropriate change of norm for absolute value in the argument

in [6, p. 31] gives the following form of the Helly-Bray theorem: if

{An(x)}"=0 is uniformly of bounded variation on [O, l] and An(x)

—>A(x) as »—>oo, the values of A„ being in A [Si, S2], then if /

is in C
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lim   f dKn(x)-f(x) =  f dK(x)-f(x).
n—►«   J Q J o

3. Proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. // Gn(x, í)=£.<»* (")í"(l-í)n_v for 0<x<l; O^i^l,

arad ¿*(í) = lforO^t^x; kx(t) =0forx<t Ú1, thenfl\kx(t)-Gn(x, t)\dt
—»0 as w—> co.

Proof.

X-l /»\ T7^/W\ (WX  —   »)2X,   (    ) *°(i - »)n_" ̂     E   (   ) »"C1 - x)n~~
\vln-x\it   \V / \vln-x\ii   \V/ n2h2

1    " In\
-2J(nx- v)2 (     J *"(1 - ¡c)"-'
ra252 »=o \ v /

nxil — x)      x(l — x) 1

ra252 nô2 U2n

Now consider Gn(x, t) = Z»<«* (?)í*(l-í)""' and take t>(x + e). Then

Z (   )tv(i -ty^u  E (wV(i-On_r
v/n<x \V / t-v/n>€ \V /

^ E   (nVd-0"-
|t-»/n|>« \ f /

■»   <

4e2re

Now take e = w-1'4; then G„(x, t)<n~ll2/4 for i>x+«-1/4, and so

Gn(x, t) converges uniformly to zero in every interval x<tüútúl.

From symmetry (i.e., consider 1— Gn(x, t))Gn(x, t) converges uni-

formly to 1 in every interval l^t^to<x. The result then follows.

The basic thought of this lemma is well known in the theory of

probability. See comment by Lorentz [3, p. 4J.

We shall denote by C(R) the space of continuous real valued func-

tions on [0, l] with norm defined by ||/||c(B)=/01|/(:'<:)M:'(;. Suppose T

is a bounded linear transformation from C into S2.

Lemma 2. The transformation defined by Bg-k= T[g(x) -k] for g in

C(R) and k in Sx is, for fixed g, a bounded linear transformation from Sx

into S2. Furthermore, Bg is a bounded linear transformation from C(R)

into the Banach space B[Sx, S2]. The latter statement holds whether we

use the l.u.b. norm in C(R) or the norm defined above.
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Proof. B„[ak+ßh] = A[g(x)• iak+ßh)]=aT[gix)-k] +/3A[g(x)-h]

and

\\B.-k\\at = \\T[gix)-k]\\Slè | T\ •||g(*)-*||c= | T\ ■  (   \\gix)-k\\Sidx

=  \T\   (   \gix)\dx-\\k\\Slú[\T\ max|g¡].||¿||Sl.
J o

Hence ||AB||^| r|||g||c(Ä) whichever norm is used in C(A). Further-

more,

iaB„ + ßBh) ■ k = T[agix) ■ k] + T[ßhix) ■ k] = T[agix) ■ k + /3A(x) • k]

= T[iagix)+ßhix))-k] = Bag+ßh-k.

Hence B„ is a bounded linear transformation from G(A) into B[SU S2].

We shall hereafter refer to this transformation from C(A) into

A [Si, S2] as 3.

Suppose / is in  C; then /n(x)= X)"=o i")xvil—x)n~v-fiv/n)  con-

verges uniformly and in norm to/, and therefore T[fn] converges to

r[/]. Also,

T\fnix)] = 2Zr\\n..ix) •/(-)] = ¿Axn, -fl-)
,=0 L \»/J „=0 \»/

where

K.vix)   =   (       JX»(1  - X)"-

Hence we may write T[f„] =/01o'An(x) -/(x), where A„(x) = 2Zv<nx Ax„,„,

for 0<x<l; A„(0) = A, where A denotes the transformation which

maps Si into the zero point of S2, and An(l) =Ai. Hence, for 0<x<l,

A„(x)=3[^Jr<na;X„,r(0]; 2^i,<na:X„,t(i)=Gn(x, i) of Lemma 1; and

for each x this sequence converges in norm to kxit) as «—»oo. Since

3 is a continuous transformation from C(A) into B[Si, S2] and

A[Si, S2] is complete, An(x) converges for each x.

vlKn = ¿||5xJ| S L I r| f I x.,0*) | ¿x = | r| ¿ f x„,,(x)¿*
t-=0 »=0 «^ 0 v=0 J 0

= |r| f Êx..,(*)d*= I r|

since Xn,,(x)2;0 for Ogxgl and 2Z?_0XB .»(*) = !• Therefore, {An}
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are uniformly of bounded variation on [O, 1 ] and for each x converge

to some point K-ix) in B[Si, S2], the function K being of total varia-

tion not more than | P| and then, by the Helly-Bray theorem, in §2,

T\f]=fidK(x)-f(x).

4. Some remarks on the space B[C, S2]. It is easily seen that for

a given function K of bounded variation on [O, l] with values in

B[Si, S2] the transformation T\f]=fldK(x) -f(x) is a linear trans-

formation from C into S2 which is continuous if the uniform norm is

used in C. It is also easy to see by way of examples that not all such

transformations are continuous in the integral norm used above.

(Let us assume that each K considered has been minimized in total

variation by defining K(x) = %[K(x — )+K(x+)]; 0<x<l. This will

not affect the transformation T which it produces.) A natural ques-

tion now would be, "For what functions K is the corresponding T

continuous in the integral norm?" The answer is given by the follow-

ing.

Theorem 2. In order that T\f]=fldK(x) -f(x) should be continuous

in the integral norm it is necessary and sufficient that K should satisfy

a Lipschitz condition on [O, l]. Furthermore, the norm of the trans-

formation T is the g.l.b. of the Lipschitz constants for K.

Proof. The sufficiency being easily seen only the necessity will be

proved here.

First, suppose K is not continuous on [O, l]. Since K is quasi-

continuous and the total variation of K has been minimized, there

exists a point p; 0<£<1 (if p were 0 or 1 the argument need be only

slightly changed) such that K(p — )^K(p+) and a sequence of inter-

vals [pi, qt] such that pi/p and g¿\ p and K is continuous at the

points pi and o¿, i = 0, 1, • • • . Choose points fe,- in Si such that

||fc,||Sl = l and

\\[K(Pt) - K(qi)]ki\\s2 g \\K(pt) - K(qi)\\ - -
1

and define

gi(x) = Nsx (the zero point of Si) 0 íá x 5[ pi} Çj ̂  x ^ 1

= ki       otherwise.

Then ||g»(#)|| =||&¿|| "(Si—pi)—>0 as i—»00  and furthermore fldK(x)

•gi(x) exists. Now choose fiEC so that ||/< — gi\\c<l/i and hence
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í|Ic —♦ 0. Furthermore \\f0dK- [f¿ - gi]\\8l -> 0 but JldK-gi
= [A(czi) -Kipi) ] -ki so that

II CdK-gi      = \\\Kip<) - KiqdW - —\ -+\\Kip+) - Kip-)\\ > 0,

so that \\f01dK-fi\\Sl-*\\Kip+)-Kip-)\\>0, but ||/<||C->0. Hence A
is continuous.

Second, suppose A is not Lipschitz on [0,1 ]. Then there exists a

sequence [pi, g¿] of subintervals of [0, l], whose lengths converge

to zero and such that ||A(gt) — A(£i)|| >i(g¿ — pi). Define g¿(x)

— l/ili~Pi) -l/i-ki for pi^xf^qi where ki is a point in Si of norm 1

for which \\[Kiqi)—K(pi)]-ki\\st>iiqi — pi) and g<(x) = ASl else-

where. ||/¿dA-gi||s2>l and ||g¿|| = l/j. Approximate g¿ with /,• in C

as before and obtain a contradiction which establishes the first state-

ment of the theorem. The final statement of the theorem then follows

readily by a similar argument.
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